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Soot and Smoke Damage Restoration – Fort McMurray
OENano Inc. is a nano-coating, disinfectant, and water remediation product distributor based in Edmonton. OENano sources
their products from nanotechnology innovator and manufacturer, MFStek out of Laval, Quebec. Over the past two weeks, some
of their innovative Canadian-made products have been found to be extremely effective in the restoration of property damaged
in Fort McMurray, Alberta as a result of the devastating forest fire that swept through parts of that city and surrounding area in
May 2016.
Edmonton cleaning and restoration company, Eco Vortex, has crews up in Fort McMurray cleaning up the soot and smoke
damage in residential properties, offices, and other buildings. Eco Vortex president, Marco Goncalves, states that one of the
newest OENano product offerings called SCENtek, is highly successful at getting rid of stubborn smoke smells in homes, buildings
and even inside vehicles. Unlike some cleaning products which tend to mask bad smells, SCENtek has active ingredients that
break down odour causing particles. Customers report clean smelling air after the services from Eco Vortex and the smoke smell
does not come back.
Typical cleaning projects performed by Eco Vortex start with a meticulous wash to remove all the soot from surfaces with an
indoor soot remover aided by SCENtek. When cleaning carpets, SCENtek is added to their carpet cleaning solution to assist in
refreshing the smell of the carpet fibers. After the surface soiling is removed, a full spray on coating of SCENtek is applied. Using
a very unique application machine made by ByoPlanet, Eco Vortex vaporizes SCENtek into a very fine mist that is electrostatically
charged as it goes through the spray gun. With an electrical charge added to the spray particles, they head straight to the nearest
surface and cling to it eliminating the need to over spray while securing excellent coverage on surfaces. The particles emitted are
so fine that they are virtually dry on contact rather than leaving a wet surface coating that other types of cleaning methods may
do.
About a half an hour after applying SCENtek, Eco Vortex again uses their unique ByoPlanet machine to apply a coating of
OENano’s popular Bacoban cleaner and sanitizer, which eliminates germs and creates a nano-scale, hygienic surface that helps
prevent the growth of bacteria, mould and mildew. Bacoban ban also resists stains, odours and deterioration of surfaces making
them easier to clean in the future.
When the insulation in a home’s attic is fowled with soot and smoke it should be removed by a professional insulation company.
In these cases Eco Vortex comes after the old insulation is removed and they spray a coating of Bacoban before the new
insulation material is added to help prevent mould and mildew in the attic area. As to soot and smoke damage on the outside of
home or building, a quick coating of KARBONtek Industrial Degreaser (another new MFStek product) loosens up the greasy soot
and a few minutes later it can all be easily removed with a high pressure washer.
In buildings with an air space above ceiling tiles, smoke smell can be hard to get rid of. Using SCENtek and the ByoPlanet
machine, a few tiles are removed and SCENtek odour remover is sprayed through all accessible areas to effectively clean out the
smoke smell.
It is great to see products brought in through OENano like Bacoban, SCENtek and KARBONtek helping ease the effects of the
disaster that befell Fort McMurray. With the professional application of these products through Marco Goncalves’ Eco Vortex
company, many places in Fort McMurray will look and smell great once again helping people get back to their normal lives.
Check our website for further updates and press releases www.oenano.com
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